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o. INTRODUCfION

This preliminary survey of the Tajio language was conducted in three
phases corresponding to (1) Arnpibabo subdistrict; (2) Sindue and Sirenja
subdistricts, and (3) Tinombo subdistrict, between Tlth and 21st July 1988.
Team members were Don Barr, Phil Quick, Roger Hanna and Robin
McKenzie for the first two phases and Phil Quick and Robin McKenzie for
phase 3.

The name Tajio seemed widely recognised as referring to the language
being surveyed. Suggested alternate names for the language, such as Ajio
and Kasimbar were not encountered by us in our travels. As ajio is the word
for 'no', it is likely that the language name, Tajio is a contraction of to and
ajio 'the no-people', i.e, the people who use the term ajio for their negative.

OUf aims in conducting this 'survey were first to establish just where
various groups of Tajio speakers were located. From Barr, Barr and
Salombe (1979) we already knew of four villages where Tajio was spoken,
and talks with various people in Palu had given other leads as well. Second,
we wanted to compare the Tajio spoken at any given location with that
spoken at other places and with closely related lan~ages in the vicinity. To
this end we took eleven wordlists for later comparison. Third, we aimed to
get an overall sociological picture of the region. For this we filled in
comment charts based on observation and casual questioning rather than a
more detailed study through sociological questionnaires.

The overall linguistic pattern of this part of Central Sulawesi is rather
fragmented. Factors such as the narrowness of the isthmus, ease of travel,
number of languages and dialects spoken, and the presence of many
immigrant groups from other parts of. Sulawesi and from other islands of
Indonesia have combined to create a linguistic mosaic in this part of the
island.
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1. SURVEY ITINERARY

Phase 1: Ampibabo subdistrict

11 July. 'Ve left Palu late morning and headed for Ampibabo. On the
way we called on the GKST pastor at Parigi who had apparently worked in
the Tinombo region for a number of years. He was out, but his wife aided us
in our inquiries. At Ampibabo we found that the camat 'head of the
subdistrict' was also Out of town, but an assistant from his office provided us
with some helpful information on the languages of the area.

12 July. After reporting to the police we returned to the camat's office
seeking population figures. We also took a word list of the Lauje dialect as
spoken at Ampibabo.

From there we drove seven kilometers inland to Tombi with some
officials from the carnal'S office. Tombi turned out to be a settlement of
Bada, Poso, Lauje and Toraja people, with reports of Taje speakers further
inland. We also heard of Taje speakers at Tanampedagi, so decided to check
on them on our return south.

Late in the morning we travelled north to Toribulu. The kepala desa
'head of the village' was not there so we went on to Sienjo and took a
wordlist from the kepala tua 'village elder' who was also responsible for the
establishment of the resettlement project at Sipotara.

From Sienjo we drove to Kasimbar, a town of over 5,000 people. The
kepala desa provided us with accomodation for the night and informants for a
wordlist.

13 July. After waiting all morning for the rain to abate, we left Kasimbar
in the early afternoon and headed for Ranang, a resettlement project of
Pendau and Tajio people several kilometers inland from Kasimbar. Being
assured that the Tajio spoken there was the same as that in Kasirnbar, we
took only a Pendau word list there.

From Ranang we returned to Kasimbar and then headed north to look
for the groups reportedly in Tinombo subdistrict. However, when we
reached Siney, trucks had been waiting all day to get through and the
prospect of us getting past within two days was slight. We returned to
Ampibabo for the night, intending to survey the west coast villages with our
remaining time.

14 July. We set out in the morning for Tanampedagi, a resettlement
village of Taje and Lauje speakers several kilometers inland from Toga. The
village head of Sidole sent a representative with us who proved very helpful
at both directing us through trackless fields and pushing when we got stuck in
mudholes. The kepala dusun 'head of the hamlet' was a Lauje speaker so we
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took the Tanampedagi variations on Ampibabo Lauje for comparison with
our previous word list. We also took a Taje wordlist and were told that most
of the 300-400 speakers of Taje are located here.

In the afternoon we travelled south, west and north to Toaya, the main
town of Sindue subdistrict. The carnal wanted documentation from the
bupati 'head of the district' before we went on, so we returned to Palu for the
night.

Phase 2: Sindue and Sirenja subdistricts

15 July. After visiting the bupati, we left late morning on motorcycles,
crossed a number of rivers and arrived at Tompe, the main town of Sirenja
subdistrict, at 3:30 pm. The camat was in Palu, so we reported to the police
and kepala desa. They were both very helpful, the latter sending a
representative with us to Sibado, three kilometers inland.

At Sibado we met with the kepala desa who took us on to a small
settlement with a church, about another three kilometers inland with several
river crossings. The people were not Tajio as expected, but rather Pendau
speakers. It was almost dark when we reached the kepala desa's house again,
where we were given accomodation for the night.

16 July. We checked out at the police station and carnal's office in
Tompe and then headed back south, stopping at Sikara. From there we went
inland one or two kilometers to a resettlement project, Tobata Sikara, where
about 100 Tajio families reside. After taking a wordlist we went on to
Batusuya.

Above Batusuya we met with a GPID pastor and found out about the
mixed language group a little farther inland which included a few Tajio
speakers. From there we went down to Tibo and inland a few kilometers on
a very good road to Saloya, a resettlement project ropulated by Kori
speakers. As with Taje, Kori was a language new to all 0 us. While taking a
wordlist there it became evident that it was in fact a Kaili dialect, very close
to Da'a,

After reporting to the camat at Toaya, we reached Palu at about 6:30
pm.

Phase 3: Tinombo subdistrict

19 July. Again on motorcycles, we left Palu early in the morning with the
intention of skirting the Siney mud hole and reaching Tinombo in good time.
However, we were delayed at Kebun Kopi when slippery roads precipitated
some bruising and slight skin loss. At Sine)' the areas of mud had been
somewhat extended, but were still passable WIth motorcycles. We arrived in
Tinombo at 6:30 pm.
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20 July. We began our day by meeting with the camas. He was from
Moutong, a Tialo speaker, so we elicited a wordlist from him for comparison.
We travelled from there to Sidoan and met with the kepala desa. Upon our
expressing interest in visiting Sija, he sent a representative from his office and
a resident of Sija with us. The road was quite good for four kilometers up to
an irrigation project. From there we walked about three kilometers with ten
river crossings to reach Sija. The majority of residents speak Tajio and we
were able to take a wprdlist. .

We got back to Sidoan midafternoon and headed for Sigenti, stopping
briefly at Bondoyong and Sipayo to ask a few questions. Malanggo, rather
than Sigenti, turned out to be the location of. the kepala desa's house and
office. He wrote us a letter of introduction to take to the kepala dusun at
Sigega, We spent the night at Sigega, taking a wordlist and getting some
useful church statistics for the area as well.

21 July. Our only port of call on the return journey was at Maninili. The
kepala desa was away, but his wife answered our questions and also gave us a
partial wordlist as a rough guide to see whether Tajio as spoken at Maninili
was closer to that spoken at Kasimbar or at Sienjo. The mud was yet worse
at Siney, but we managed to get through with assistance and arrived back in
Palu at 4:30 pm.

2. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In order to establish some degree of comparison between the languages
encountered on the survey, we elicited eleven wordlists at ten locations. For
this purpose the SIL 'Wordlist for South Sulawesi Languages' (Revised Sept.
'85) was utilised. 'Ibis gives 210 words or phrases, almost all of which are
commonly used in this part of Central Sulawesi as well. Those which were
regularly stumbled over or obviously only rarely used were discounted from
the reckoning, leaving a total of 201 words for comparision. We further
eliminated individual entries where the informant had considerable trouble
with the word, or where obvious synonymy or circumlocution was offered.
This brought the number of possible entries for comparison down to between
190 and 200, still a sufficiently large number to ensure valid findings.

Decisions on lexical similarity were made according to the inspection
method, a synchronic approach based on 50% phonetic similarity, and
including consideration of regular correspondences as per Bugenhagen
(1981:12-14). We are using the terms 'lexically similar' and 'lexical similarity
set' in this context following Stromme and Valkama (1987:79) rather than
'cognate' and 'cognate set' which are more appropriate to a diachronic study.
The elicited words for each entry on the list were grouped into lexical
similarity sets and calculations based on these numerical groupings gave the
results (see Table 1).
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At this point it may be helpful to give some comments on the reliability
of the findings. Though all informants were mother-tongue speakers, not all
were regular users of the language being elicited. In all but one case the
informants were currently resident in a place which used the language, but of
these ten instances, six were in places of mixed language usage. Also in two
or three cases, the onlookers offered their opinions; sometimes helpfully
correcting the informant, sometimes all spealcin~ at once, impeding the
linguist's bearing and in one place repeatedly offenng the answers in a North
Sulawesi language also. Nevertheless, despite these negative factors, eight of
the wordlists were marked 'good' in reliability and two of the remaining three
between 'fair' and 'good'. As for those doing the eliciting, each of the team
members was involved in taking' wordlists so 100% consistency in the
phonetic record was not possible.

During the process of grouping into lexical similarity sets, we tried to
achieve as high a degree of objectivity as possible based on the 50% rule, but
not every decision was clear cut, particularly where chaining relationships
were evident, For example, # 163 lesung produced the words nenju and
lonsune among others. On the grounds of phonetic similarity these are
clearly not members of the same similarity set. Yet when examined in the
light of other #163'5 elicited, nenju, nonjun, loncun, lonsun, lonsune, they
clearly are set members.

In general our figures came out lower than expected. That is, they
appear to reflect greater distinctiveness between the dialects and languages
spoken than we anticipated. With eleven wordllsts, each being compared
with each other, 55 complete comparisons were made. Six of these 55
comparisons were also made using another wordlist by Barr, Barr & Salombe
(1979:26). Our present findings over these six comparison sets average 8.3%
lower than those of Barr, Barr & Salombe. This is no doubt in part due to
our use of a longer wordlist. I suspect that if we were able to recheck all of
our wordlists WIth speakers each fluently bilingual in at least two of the
languages, we would further eliminate some discrepancies with a resulting
increase in lexical similarity percentages.

Table 1: Percentages of lexical similarity
Language/ Town/
Dialect Village
Ti810 Tinombo
Lauje 70 ibabo

65 anampedagi
61 0 anang

Tajio 63 71 73 75 i a
_____ 62_ .:12. _ 7.)_ ~1_ ..2Q._ 51

58 71 72 71 81 85 asimbar
____ 52 --9L~8_ -.29_1L ~l. _91

50 61 64 64 72 7S 80 ta S1kara
Ta e 49 62 69 61 68 71 74
Karl 33 40 45 43 43 45 46 5a10ya
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However, regardless of numerical imprecision, our findings have been
helpful in showing trends in language/location correlates. There are indeed
differences between Tajio spoken at different locations and, as would be
expected, these differences are least where proximity is greatest. It seems
there is a dialect chain reflecting the geographic spread of the language
group (see Figure 2). This runs north to south and then east to west, along
traffic routes. Before commencing this survey we were anticipating some
differences, especially. between Kasimbar and Sienjo /Toribulu. We found
that although there was a difference here (91% lexically similar; cf Barr, Barr
& Salombe 94%), these two were lexically closer than any other pair we
surveyed. Within the groups calling their language Tajio, the greatest
difference exists between the version spoken on the west coast, as
represented by the Tobata Sikara word Jist, and that spoken at Sija, in north
kecamatan Tinombo, 72% lexically similar. Accordin~ to Grimes & Grimes'
(1987) classification, these two groups would be speaking separate languages
related at less than subfamily level but within the same family. However,
when chaining is taken into account it becomes apparent that both of these
relate to the more central Kasimbar speech group as separate dialects of the
same langua~e, 80% and 81% respectively. We would therefore propose that
Tajio compnses three dialects: Northern, including Sija and Sigega; Central,
including Kasimbar and Sienjo; and Western as exemplified by Tobata
Sikara. It must be noted that subdialectal differences are evident within
these proposed dialects and that there are likely differences between any two
locations within the language group.

Figure 2. Tajio Dialect Chain

,Northern

Central

-Western
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Our findings agree with Barr, Barr & Salombe (1979) that Tajio is part
of the Tomini subfamily, contrary to the classification of Wumbu, et at.
(1986), which links Tajio with Kaih. Kaseng, et al (1979:9) splits the western
dialect of Tajio from the other two, labeling it a Kalli dialect, while leaving
the northern and central Tajio dialects as a single dialect of Tomini. This
conclusion is also quite incongruous with our analysis. Within the Tomini
subfamily Tajio finds its closest linguistic relationship with Pendau, averaging
72% lexical similarity. This is closer than Lauje, which on average is 69%
lexically Similar to Tajio. Tialo, the least reliable of our wordlists, averages
58% lexically similar.

Table 2: Summary of main languages spoken in subdistricts Ampibabo,
Tinombo and Sindue

LANGUAGE DIALECT TOWN/VILLAGE/RESETTLEMENT PROJECT
Ampibabo Tinombo Sindue

Kaili Ledo Pinotu Malanggo
Ledo/Rai? silangaa Sigenti

Ampibabo Dongkalan
Lemo
Buranga
Tomoli
00ng9u1u

Rai Kasimbar Tibo, oti
I Tamarenja

Sipeso

Kori Sumpa? Taripa
Sa10ya

Unde Tibo

Taje Tanampedagi above Sipeso
above Tombi?

Continued on page 26
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LANGUAGE DIALECT TOWN/VILLAGE/RESETTLEMENT PROJEC~
Tajio western Anoi?

Tolomalo?
Sibomba
Tamarenja?
Tobata Sikara

~ Toribulu SineyCentral
Sienjo Maninili
Sipotara
Donggulu
Laemanta
Kasimbar
Ranang
Posona

Northern Sigenti
Sigega
Dongkalan
Sipayo
Bondoyong
Bangkalanq
Sija

Penda~ Ka s Lmbaz- Tada
Ranang Silutung
Posona •

Lauje Sidole Sigenti
Tanampedagi Malanggo
Ampibabo Dongkalan
Tombi, Lemo Sipayo
Buranga Sidoan
Tomoli Bainaa

Tibu
Dongkas
Tinombo
Dusunan

Note: Other languages spoken within these subdistricts include Bugis, Bali,
Mandar, Bada, Poso, Rampi, Toraja, Morna, Sangir, Minahasa and Tialo.

Though Kori has been listed as a separate language from Kaili (Wumbu,
et aJ. 1986:191), we calculated it at 90% lexically similar to the Sindue-
Tawaeli (Rai) dialect of Kaili. Furthermore, 76% of words compared were
identical. From this we deduce that Kori is in fact a dialect of Kaili, The
average count of lexical similarity between Tajio and Kori (Kaili) was 46%
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which puts them in different families of the same stock by Grimes & Grimes'
(1987) classification.

Taje (Petapa) is listed by Barr, Barr & Salombe (1979:19) as a subdialect
of Kaili, Yet we hesitate to reaffirm this classification because our findings
show a closer relationship with the Tomini subfamily (average 67% lexically
similar), and particularly with Tajio (average 72% lexically' similar). We
would rather view Taje as a language of the Tomini subfamily, which is also
how Salzner (1960) classified Petapa.

3. LANGUAGE USAGE

We did not fill in questionnaires pertaining to language usage, so the
following subjective remarks are based only on casual observation.

Everywhere we visited, Indonesian was clearly used for administrative
purposes. We met no one who could not converse to some degree in this, the
national language. Our informants were all male with ages ranging from
early thirties to mid seventies and averaging fifty-one years. Four were either
retired or current administrative officials, so a good command of Indonesian
was expected and observed. The remainder were farmers, but their ability in
Indonesian was very good in every case. The women and children we met
were likewise proficient in Indonesian. However, we would suspect that
among the newcomers to the several resettlement projects, especially those
who have moved down from the hills, there would be less proficiency.

Bilingualism in other languages of the area seemed very common.
Mixed marriages and relocation are factors fostering this. Mixed marriages
seemed particularly common in the towns and villages along the main road,
though they were also not unusual in inland villages. Migrants from other
parts of the peninsula, as well as from various other places In Indonesia, have
made many towns and villages quite cosmopolitan with many citizens
claiming to know several languages.

We undertook no intelligibility testing during the survey, something that
remains a need both within the Tajio language and between Tajio and close
linguistic relatives such as Pend au. We cannot comment then on mutual
intelligibility other than to say that some claims were made to the effect that
speakers of Tajio from other parts could understand and be understood by
speakers of Tajio at any particular place.

Another area that remains a need for future enquiry is the extent of
usage of Tajio in the home, village life, commerce, etc. Where both or all
parties are Tajio speakers, it would be fair to expect that this would be the
medium of expression; but inter-language commerce, mixed-population
villages and mixed-language marriages are sufficiently common to necessitate
investigation of their effects on language usage.
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4. NONLINGUISTIC INFORMATION

Geography. The part of the peninsula concerning this survey is quite
narrow, ranging from forty-five kilometers between Tinombo and Pesik to
only eighteen kilometers between Tada and Meli. A single ridge of hills with
few peaks over 1,000 meters runs north to south and closer to the east coast
than the west. At intervals on the west coast there are also smaller secondary
ridges.

The largest groups of Tajio speakers are located in coastal towns and
villages in the north of Ampibabo subdistrict and the south of Tinombo
subdistrict, along the edge of Tomini bay. The fairly narrow coastal plain at
several points is wide enough to allow extensive wet-rice fields. At other
places the hills forming the backbone of the peninsula project spurs almost to
the beach. However, the main road is flat all the way between Toboli and
Tinombo, following the coast closely. Those groups not on the coast are
almost all in resettlement projects just a few kilometers inland. Mostly the
roads to such projects follow rivers between forested hills or are over the
coastal plain so the elevation is still quite low, less than 100 meters. Because
of the relative newness of the area In terms of population and agriculture,
much of the natural forest remains. But with the trend of migrants to the
area in search of new land the future promises a reduction in area of natural
forest in favour of crops.

On the west coast the ~eography is similar, except in that there is no real
coastal plain and the hills rise less steeply to the main ridge. Like its eastern
counterpart the west coast road follows the coast closely and is mostly flat.
There are, however, several more rivers to ford in the west.

•
Economy. At several points along the east coast wet-rice cultivation is

practiced, particularly in the southern part of Tinombo subdistrict. Some
inland locations with wide valleys, such as Ranang, also grow wet-rice. This
forms the main staple in people's diet and is eaten with small fish which
abound in the tranquil waters of Tomini bay.

The main cash crop is copra. Coconut trees are ubiquitous in the area,
not only in the many small-scale plantations, but also along the roadside.
Cocoa and cloves are also grown at several places, although the recent slump
in the price of cloves may hinder future planting.

Rattan is the main natural commodity boosting the area's economy.
Near Sija,-Iarge tractors and trailers are driven up the river to bring out
rattan which' is then trucked to Palu and shipped elsewhere for use in the
furniture industry. The west coast is involved in cutting rattan, too, and also
in the ebony trade.
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Table 3: Populations of places where Tajio is spoken

SUBDISTRICT TOWN/VILLAGE POPULATION %TAJIO TAJIO POPn
Ampibabo Toribulu 2916 (86) 75 2187

Sienjo -1333 (86) 100 1333
sipotara [750] 100 [750]
Donggulu 2080 (86) 50 1040
Laemanta 1131 (86) 100 1131
Kasimbar 6378 (88) 68 4337
Ranang [750) 50 (375)
Posona 667 (86) 60 400

Tinombo siney 2000 (est) 100 2000
Maninili 2217 (88) 100 2217
Sigenti 1000 (est) 25 250
Sigega 400 (est) 75 300
Dongkalan 800 (est) 25 200
Sipayo 2500 (88) 20 500
Bangkalang 500 (est) 100 500
Sija 200 (est) 100 200

Sindue Anoi 75 (88) 100 75
Tolomalo ? ? 15(88)
Sibomba 43 (88) 100 43
Tamarenja ? ? 27(88)
Tobata Sikara 500 (88) 100 500

TOTAL 17255
Notes: 1. [] indicates figures already counted under previous

town/village figures.

2. () indicates year figures taken or estimates.

Since over 35% of the total is taken from 1986 figures, it would be
reasonable to assume a total of over 18,000Tajio speakers.
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Demography. No attempt was made to make a detailed demographic
study of the four subdistricts visited. We did seek population figures for
villages and towns in Ampibabo subdistrict, and at vanous other points more
localised figures were given to us. These figures, along with extrapolated
estimates for the few places we do not have figures for, are summarised
below.
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Education. In general we found people relatively well educated. When
we enquired at government offices about the schooling situation, we were
informed that every village and resettlement project had its own elementary
school to grade 6. Our observation backed this up. In fact many towns had
more than one, and even more remote hamlets had such schools. Only the
subdistrict capitals had senior high schools run by the state, but junior high
schools were found in several of the larger towns, sometimes state run but
more commonly private/religious based.

'"

Religion. Although there possibly remain some small groups in the hills
who have not yet embraced one of the major religions, such as Islam or
Christianity, the vast majority of Tajio speakers already consider themselves
members of one or the other. The language group is predominately Muslim,
in Ampibabo subdistrict almost exclusively so. We observed mosques in
almost every village we passed through and only a few churches, mostly in the
northern part of Tinombo subdistrict. Our estimates show the proportions
following these religions as: Islam 97%; Christianity 3%. ~

GPID congregations including Tajio speakers are located at Sigega,
Bangkalang and Sija in Tinirnbo subdistrict and at Batusuya in Sindue
subdistrict. There 1S also an SDA congregation at Sigega which probably
includes Tajio speakers. Other denominations also operate in Tinombo
subdistrict, but their congregations are composed mainly of Lau]e and/or
migrant groups, especially from North Sulawesi.

Other religions of the area include Hinduism. Several Balinese
settlements are to be found in Arnpibabo subdistrict; some are reportedly
Christian, while others are observably Hindu.

•
Health care. All of the major towns have a puskesmas 'health center'.

Those living in smaller villages would not have too far to travel to reach one
of these: Some of the smaller villages, for example dusun Sigega, have a
pengobatan 'medical aid post' with a health worker in attendance. The
general state of health in the area appeared good.

Communication. Almost everywhere we went could be reached by a
two-wheel drive vehicle under normal conditions. The road is sealed and
very good to just north of Arnpibabo and sealed but narrower on the west
coast to beyond Tompe, our nothernmost point of travel. Beyond Ampibabo
the road is unsealed but still very good, apart from occasional mudholes
which tend to slow down traffic. Access roads to inland locations are mostly
passable by two-wheel drive vehicles, though some are more suited to
motorcycles or foot traffic. Communication between the two coasts is also
not a problem. The people at Ranang claimed that it was only another two-
to-three-hour walk to the west coast. Several tracks between the two sides
exist; one between Tada and Tambu used to be vehicular apparently but is
somewhat overgrown now.



Because of such accessibility between the coastal towns and also to other
centers such as Palu, people are free to travel for trade or social purposes. It
seems likely that inter-group communication has long been a hallmark of the
area since before Indonesian was widely spoken. Many people have learned
each other's languages, at least to a sufficient level to be able to
communicate basic needs.

5. ALLOCATION FACfORS

In order to determine the right place to be~in a language study
progra.mme, factors such ali prestige di~lec~ and linguistic centrality need to
be weighed as well as pragmatic details like accessibility, In the case of
Tajio, the whole area is very accessible so this is not a problem.

Regarding centrality, Kasimbar is both geographically and linguistically
most central. It is also the largest population center of Tajio speakers (over
4,000). It is, however, a town of mixed language, including speakers of Bugis,
Mandar, Pendau, Rai and Balinese.

Sienjo, on the other hand, is exclusively Tajio, but only separated from
the mixed-language town of Toribulu by' a small river. We came across only
two people who pointed to Sienjo/Toribulu as the original homeland of the
Tajio people (also the king was seated there before the Dutch came), but we
found no other sources contradicting this. If this is true, then there has been
a northward drift of population over the years. Relatively few Tajio speakers
have gone west to settle. No testing was done to determine a prestige dialect.

6. FURTHER RESEARCH

The nature of this survey has been general and, although we believe it
has met its stated goals, has not been exhaustive. The main areas that need
future attention are: First, a further clarification of the dialect situation
within the Tajio language boundaries. Only five of our eleven wordlists were
of Tajio, so many' Tajio speech communities have yet to be tested. Second,
mutual intelligibility testin~ needs to be carried out. Lexicostatistic studies
are very helpful at this prehminary stage, but language has communication as
its motivating force, and studies of commonalities of understanding are really
of more benefit in the long run than comparisons of lexical similarities
outside of the flow of speech. It may well be that speakers of the three
proposed dialects understand each other quite adequately, or at least
understand the adjacent one(s). Third, it would be beneficial also to conduct
some mutual intelligibility tests between Pendau and Tajio speakers. Though
Pendau is centered on the west coast north of the area we surveyed, there are
also groups on the east coast very close to Ta)io groups; for example,
Ranang's population is 50% Pendau and 50% Tajio. This would be helpful
for a future language program in Pendau as well as for the Tajio situation.
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7. CONCLUSION

We set out to find exactly where Tajio was spoken and compare various
versions of it with others and with other languages spoken in the vicinity. We
also aimed at gleaning an impression of the overall sociological makeup of
the area, and more specifically within the Tajio context. We believe these
objectives have been met, but there is also room and need for further
research to be undertaken.

Our findings show that there are something like 18,000 speakers of Tajio
located in Ampibabo, Tinombo and Sindue subdistricts within Donggala
district. They are found in several groups, more than half of which contain
other language speakers as well. The differences between the Tajio wordlists
taken are such that we are proposing three dialects of the language,
Northern, Central, and Western.

Beyond looking at Tajio itself, we encountered Taje, a close relative
which we are considering a language of the Tornini subfamily, and Kori,
which is almost certainly a dialect of Kaili.
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Figure 1. Map of Area Surveyed
(Shaded areas indicate
groups of Tajio speakers.)
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